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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents all the procedures and actions tested to provide a shared authentication
mechanism across NFFA facilities.
The Authorization and Authentication Infrastructure (AAI) as described in deliverable D8.1 [1] has
been implemented by KIT [2] and CNR-IOM [3] in collaboration with Promoscience srl [4];
procedures and mechanisms to link the information system to the NFFA Information and Data
Repository Platform (IDRP) has been tested on the CNR-IOM OpenStack cloud infrastructure [5].

1. Introduction
This section acts as a short reminder on the main Authorization and Authentication concepts
needed to introduce the design specifications of the implemented prototype. More details are
available in the deliverable D8.1 [1].
The basic requirements the information system is asked to fulfill for the NFFA IDRP are the
following:


A primary entry point for
registration/login/changes;



A mechanism to associate/link/replace the local user authentication of each facility to an
integrated and federated distributed Authorization and Authentication Infrastructure (AAI);

the

NFFA

users,

which

is

the

NFFA

portal,

for

 A mechanism to allow NFFA users and external (not registered) users to directly browse the
IDRP, without having to register on the NFFA portal.

1.1 IDRP user description
In this section, the possible scenarios that may arise when a user wants to access the IDRP are
presented. The following user description may also be considered a glossary, which to refer to in
this document.
The possible IDRP user scenarios are the following:
1. Guest user: Registration is not needed. The IDRP can be web browsed ([6] for the time
being, only though a VPN) without any authentication. In this case, only the basic
metadata associated to the proposal (PI, proposal ID, title) are visible.
2. Registered user: The user registers on the NFFA portal [7], and the user ID is
communicated to the IDRP. In addition to the proposal basic metadata, in this case the
user can see all the data and associated content metadata which are made public to the
NFFA users by the PI of the proposal.
3. Registered + associated user: The user, who has already registered, is associated to
the proposal by the PI. In this case, the user can see, access, and modify data related to
even not-public measurements concerning the proposal s/he is associated to.
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4. PI of the project: S/he is the reference person for the accepted proposal. Information
about his/her identity and his/her privileged role is one of the basic metadata associated to
the proposal, contained in the JSON file sent by the NFFA portal to the IDRP when a
proposal is accepted.

2. Design specification and testing
procedures
In this section, the possible actions implemented according to the information system design [1]
are described. All these procedure has been tested on the prototype deployed on the CNR-IOM
Openstack cloud [5].

2.1 Creation of new IDRP user/First Login
This action is the first one needed to access the IDRP as (at least) registered user. The steps of
the designed procedure, depicted in Figure 1, follows:
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The user accesses the IDRP webpage and finds a login button



The user is redirected to the NFFA portal where s/he can register an account



After successful login, the portal creates a unique and temporary authentication Token, and
locally saves it. Then, the portal redirects (by a POST request) the user to the IDRP
including userId and authentication Token in the body of the request



The IDRP queries the NFFA portal to check the validity of the token:
◦

Success: A new IDRP user with the provided userId is created and the logged in user is
stored in the session

◦

Failure: No IDRP user is created, the user is redirected to an error page



Once the proposal is approved, a JSON file with all the relevant proposal metadata is
exchanged



The proposal JSON document received by the IDRP contains the PI as authorized NFFA
user. The IDRP has then to create a "preliminary" user for this PI in order to assign proper
permissions

Figure 1: Schematic view of the user registration on the NFFA portal
This procedure has been implemented and tested, and a RESTful interface (described in details in
Appendix) has been developed by Promoscience srl [4].

2.2 First Login+1
This action, illustrated in detail in Figure 2, pertains to an already registered user, who wants to
login to the IDRP. This can be done either via the IDRP user interface [6] or via the NFFA portal
[7]. This procedure has been tested and validated.
Via the IDRP, the steps are the following:


The user clicks the login button and gets redirected to the NFFA portal login web page



The user provides username+password



The IDRP validates the token and the existence of the user by its id:
◦

Success: The logged in user is stored in the session

◦

Failure: The user is redirected to an error page

Via the NFFA portal, the steps are the following:
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The user logs in directly at the NFFA portal



The user provides username+password



The portal checks credentials and allows/denies login



The portal provides a link to the IDRP that mimics the redirect for the “first login” case, if
the user wants to go to the IDRP keeping her/his session

Figure 2: Schematic view of the login+1 procedure

2.3 Data/Metadata Access procedure
Registered users can now access the basic metadata of project, proposals and experiments. Thus,
the prerequisite to access data/metadata in the IDRP is a successful “First Login” or “First
Login+1”. Depending on permissions, access to published measurements and datasets can also be
possible if the prerequisite is not fulfilled.
Access to measurement metadata and data assets of a given proposasl is restricted to PIs and all
registered+associated users nominated by the PI. This procedure has been tested on the IDRP
user interface [6], and is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: View of the procedure to associate registered members to the proposal
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To register data assets (still only available at the repository where they have been stored by the
user) to a measurement, the Pi of the proposal has to manually provide any valid URL as a data
asset’s data stream. An example of the data asset registration procedure is shown in Figure 4. In
the future, this process is planned to be automated.

Figure 4: IDRP procedure for registering data assets to a measurement

2.4 Publication through B2SHARE
Only registered+associated users can publish a measurement. Thus, the prerequisite for this
action is a successful “First Login” or “First Login+1”.
B2Share [10] is an external service provided by the EUDAT [11] project. In order to publish to
B2Share, the PI of the proposal must be registered at B2Share in order to authorize the access to
the service.
S/he should also provide an access token for B2Share, which can be created in the user profile
when logged in to the B2Share web user interface.
When the IDRP publishes the measurement, the steps of the procedure are the following:
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A B2SHARE deposit is created



The data assets are transferred (through a download from the original repository and an
upload to B2SHARE)



The deposit is committed in the NFFA domain with the NFFA metadata schema



The PID is stored.

The procedure to publish a measurement to B2Share has been tested and validated, and an
example is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: IDRP procedure for publishing a measurement to B2Share.

3. Conclusions
This document presents the procedures implemented to provide a shared authentication
mechanism on the first NFFA prototype, deployed on the CNR-IOM OpenStack cloud, following the
design described in the deliverable D8.1 [1]. The tests and the validations of the AAI are also
reported.
The possible IDRP users and login procedures have been described, as well as the main actions
that can be performed on the IDRP.
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Appendix APIs details
This section presents the APIs for the management of the communication between the IDRP and
the NFFA Portal, developed by Promoscience.

A.1 APIs exposed by the NFFA Portal
1. User profile by ID
GET
www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/user/id/{userId}
{
"userAffiliation": string,
"userEmail": string,
"userName": string (LASTNAME FIRSTNAME),
"userId": GUID
}
2. User profile by email
POST
{
"Email": string
}
www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/user/email/
{
"userAffiliation": string,
"userEmail": string,
"userName": string (LASTNAME FIRSTNAME),
"userId": GUID
}
3. Proposal info by ID
GET
www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/proposal/{proposalId}
4. List of all User profiles with status “sent” (not received by idrp server)
GET
www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/user/not_received
5. List of user profiles:
{
"userAffiliation": string,
"userEmail": string,
"userName": string (LASTNAME FIRSTNAME),
"userId": GUID
}
6. List of all Proposal with status “sent” (not received by IDRP server)
GET
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www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/proposal/not_received
7. List of proposals:
{
"projectId": null,
"proposalId": GUID,
"proposalDescription": JSON
}
8. Verify Token
POST
www.nffa.eu:[port]/api/token/verify
This endpoint must be called by the IDRP server to verify the validity of a pair userId/token. To be
sure about the origin of the request, the NFFA portal will check and make sure the IP that
originated the request is the IP of the IDRP Server. The request must be of type POST and must
have the following body:
{
Token: GUID,
UserId: GUID
}
9. Authentication Url
GET
http://www.nffa.eu/ar/Account/LogOn?IdrpLogin=true
Once the token is created by the NFFA Portal (upon successful login), a POST request will be sent
to a url [IDRP_SERVER_URL]/idrp-ui, putting the following token information in the body of the
request:
{
"Token": GUID,
"UserId": GUID
}

A.2 Interaction with the IDRP portal APIs
All these APIs will be available for the NFFA portal only. Access will be restricted by IP.
1. PUT /proposals
{
"proposalData": JSON (all proposal data)
}
A proposal is sent to IDRP server when one of these conditions are met:
 The proposal status changes to APPROVED (= ACCEPTED)
 The proposal status changes from APPROVED to any other status.
Results:
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201:
400:
401:
403:
409:
500:

Successfully created proposal.
Invalid request, e.g. proposal data format invalid.
Unauthorized
Forbidden
Conflict, e.g. there is already a proposal with the provided unique id.
Internal server error

2. POST /portal/users
{
"userAffiliation": string (OPTIONAL),
"userEmail": string,
"userName": string (LASTNAME FIRSTNAME),
"userId": GUID
}
This endpoint will be called every time a user is created in the NFFA Portal.
Results:
201:
400:
401:
403:
409:
500:

Successfully created user.
Invalid request, e.g. userName, userEmail or userIdentifier is missing.
Unauthorized
Forbidden
Conflict, e.g. there is already a user with the provided unique id or email.
Internal server error

3. PUT /portal/users/{userId}
{
"userAffiliation": string (OPTIONAL),
"userEmail": string (OPTIONAL),
"userName": string (LASTNAME FIRSTNAME) (OPTIONAL),
}
This endpoint will be called every time a user is updated in the NFFA Portal.
Results:
200:
201:
401:
403:
404:
409:
500:
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Successfully updated existing user.
Successfully created new user.
Unauthorized
Forbidden
User with id uniqueIdentifier not found.
Conflict, e.g. there is already a user with the same email or userId.
Internal server error
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